Like busy sidewalks, schools of fish, and confluent monolayers of cells, the cytoplasm is a crowded environment where larger order organization results from numerous interactions between pairs of individuals. These interactions are particularly important for cytoskeletal filaments, which have high aspect ratios and frequently function in aligned bundles, such as in the mitotic spindle, axonal transport, and muscle fibers. Can we relate the molecular mechanisms that promote cytoskeletal organization to the collective group behaviors seen at the level of cells and organisms? A recent paper by Sumino et al. [1] describes coordinated movements of groups of microtubules driven by dynein motors and suggests that the complex emergent behavior observed in this refined system can help to understand not only cytoskeletal organization but also the coordinated movements of more complex systems, such as confluent monolayers of cells and schooling of fish.
To understand how simple interactions between pairs of individuals lead to coordinated behavior of groups, Sumino et al. [1] turned to the filament gliding assay, a workhorse in the molecular motors field. Axonemal dynein c motors, which power the beating of cilia and flagella, were adsorbed to a glass surface at high surface densities, and microtubules introduced in the presence of ATP. Using low concentrations of microtubules, the filaments glided across the surface at a few microns per second, taking fairly straight paths and not interacting with any neighbors (think lone hiker in a field). Increasing the filament density to the point where many collisions occurred (mimicking a crowded urban environment) led to groups of filaments migrating together and organizing into vortices with diameters that were 25-fold larger than the filament lengths. Over time, the vortices organized into a quasi-lattice on the surface, with microtubules switching between adjacent vortices ( Figure 1A ).
This type of coordinated movement is observed in crowded systems at a range of size scales. Pedestrians self-organize into lanes on crowded sidewalks and, under normal conditions, people efficiently exit crowded theatres and avoid jamming [2] . Flocks of birds and schools of fish involve many individuals moving in the same direction and rapidly switching directions en masse, behaviors that are evolutionarily adapted to avoid or confuse predators [3] . Marching locusts and groups of ants show collective behavior, sometimes to devastating effect [4, 5] . In some of these cases, the collective migration forms into a circle or vortex, which eliminates the need for a leader and only requires individuals to follow the individuals in front of them ( Figure 1B ) [4, 6] . This collective behavior has been the subject of extensive experimental analysis and modeling, but, because individuals can make conscious decisions, it is often difficult to pin down the underlying rules that result in the emergent behavior at the organismal level.
Highly aligned collective motion is also seen at the level of individual cells and is relevant for understanding wound healing and the properties of bacterial biofilms. In sheets of epithelial cells and in plates of migrating bacteria, groups of cells migrating en masse have been observed ( Figure 1C ) [7, 8] . In dense cultures of migrating fish keratocytes, erecting microfabricated barriers resulted in the cells moving in a circular pattern [9] . Even in these relatively simple systems, however, the range of possible cell-cell interactions that give rise to the emergent behavior makes it difficult to constrain models of the behavior. This is why studying collective motion in a highly reduced system like the filament assay is appealing -the rules governing interactions between individuals can be quantitatively characterized to constrain models of the complex behavior of groups.
To define the 'interaction rules' in the dynein-microtubule gliding assay, Sumino et al. [1] characterized collisions between individual microtubules at low microtubule densities and found that collisions most often caused alignment of the moving filaments, either in the parallel or antiparallel direction depending on the angle of interaction. This contrasts with collisions of microtubules driven by immobilized kinesin motors, where microtubules most often cross over one another without any change in direction [10] -more on that later. Using the rules for microtubule-microtubule collisions, a computational model was developed and the model was shown to nicely reproduce the vortex behavior. Hence, very simple interactions between individuals, which don't require cellular mechanotransduction or cognitive decision making, can lead to complex behaviors of groups on scales many times larger than the size of the individual.
Why do the dynein-driven microtubules (which average 15 microns) form vortices with diameters approaching a half millimeter ( Figure 1D )? A simple explanation is the following: to move in crowded environments your neighbors need to move first; therefore movement tends to follow neighbors; and moving in a circle is the simplest way for every individual to follow another individual. However, while the circular movements had a dominant directionality, microtubules were observed moving in both directions around the central core, suggesting that nematic alignment, which is also found in liquid crystals, is actually more important than directionality. What sets the vortex diameter and why is the vortex an annulus? The most obvious guess is that the resistance of microtubules to bending defines size of the vortex and the center is clear because circular movement there requires excessive filament bending. Consistent with this, actin filaments under similar conditions form large scale swirls with these relatively more flexible filaments moving in circular tracks from the center all the way out to the perimeter ( Figure 1E ) [11] . However, calculating the energy required to bend a microtubule tells a different story -the energy required to bend a 15 mm microtubule having a persistence length of 1 mm into an arc with a radius of curvature of 200 mm is roughly 1% of the energy of hydrolysis of one ATP molecule, well within normal thermal fluctuations. Hence, the size of the vortices is not determined by the bending rigidity of microtubules.
Surprisingly, the emergent behavior of motor-driven microtubules is strongly dependent on the particular motor chosen for the experiment. An analogous experiment was recently carried out using truncated kinesin-1 motors and high densities of microtubules [10] . Instead of 400 mm vortices, individual microtubules moved with no particular order, but instead transiently formed small loops with diameters on the order of 2 mm ( Figure 1F ). Bending microtubules into these tight loops (which in some cases snaps the microtubules in two) requires substantial mechanical work, but the forces are well within the abilities of the w100 kinesin motors that interact with each microtubule. What mechanistic differences between kinesin and dynein might lead to these distinct functional behaviors? The jury is still out, but one clue may be the cellular function of axonemal dynein c, which is to produce shear forces between adjacent microtubule doublets in cilia and flagella during flagellar beating. It has been proposed that changes in inter-microtubule distances due to flagellar bending play a key role in activating the dyneins that produce these shear forces [12] , so it is reasonable to hypothesize that axonemal dyneins are particularly sensitive to forces in the z-direction. By this thinking, axonemal dyneins would keep the microtubules close to the surface in the gliding assay, leading to collisions and alignment, while kinesins, which have more flexibility, result in microtubules predominantly sliding over one another. Consistent with this idea, Sumino et al. [1] found that, in addition to dynein c, axonemal dyneins f and g also created vortices of microtubules, while, like kinesin, cytoplasmic dynein did not.
Because of the important roles that microtubules play in cellular mechanics and intracellular transport, proper alignment and bundling is fundamental to their cellular function. Numerous mechanisms have been identified that result in microtubule alignment, such as enhancement of catastrophes when polymerizing microtubules interact at steep angles [13], bending and crosslinking by motor proteins or microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs) [14] , as well as simple geometrical constraints, such as the small width to length ratio of axons. The generation of large-scale microtubule vortices by immobilized dynein c motors adds a new mechanism that can generate alignment of populations of microtubules. More importantly, the Sumino et al. [1] study shows the surprising emergent behavior of groups that can be generated by simple interactions between individuals. This work also highlights the power of refined in vitro assays together with computational modeling as tools to discover and quantify these novel mechanisms. [8] . (D) Image of a single vortex of microtubules driven by axonemal dynein c [1] . Scale bar, 500 mm. (E) Swirls of actin filaments resulting from high densities of actin filaments driven by immobilized myosin [11] . The image is a superposition of ten images, each 1 second apart. Scale bar, 50 mm. (F) Kinesin-driven loops of individual microtubules under crowded microtubule densities in which w1% of filaments are fluorescently labeled [10] . Scale bar 3 mm. 
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There is an ongoing debate as to the role of conscious awareness in Pavlovian conditioning. This process, in which neural representations of events correlated in the world become linked in the neural systems representing them, is often measured behaviourally by distinct physiological reflexes. Associative learning became famously linked to the work of Ivan Pavlov and his experiments on salivation in dogs. Pavlov's work involved ringing a bell right before the dogs were fed. He learnt that with time the dogs would actually salivate in response to the sound of the bell alone, showing they had learned the association between the bell and the food. Despite forms of conditioning having been demonstrated in a diverse range of organisms including the sea slug Aplysia [1] , the question as to the role of awareness in this process of learning has stirred up considerable debate [2] . Studying conscious awareness in non-human animals that cannot explicitly report their phenomenological experience often comes with thorny philosophical assumptions about interpreting behaviour, so most work on the role of awareness has involved human participants. Until recently, much of this research has been hindered by methodological constraints. A paper in this issue of Current Biology by Raio et al. [3] reports perhaps the most compelling evidence to date that Pavlovian conditioning can arise without conscious awareness.
The authors utilised a relatively new technique developed for studying vision and visual awareness called 'continuous flash suppression' [4] [5] [6] . Continuous flash suppression is more or less a form of binocular rivalry pushed to its extreme. During binocular rivalry two dissimilar visual patterns are presented, one to each eye, so the observer's brain is forced to try and reconcile these two very different images to exist at the one place simultaneously. Rather than seeing one transparent fused coherent stable image, observers see something often initially shocking -their visual awareness of the two patterns alternates back and forth over time, in no predictable manner. While each pattern is presented to and processed by one eye and subsequent brain areas, an individual sees only one of the patterns, while the other is suppressed outside of awareness. This process provides a valuable opportunity to examine the extent of neural processing and effects of visual stimuli on behaviour without awareness. Forms of binocular rivalry have been utilised to study many processes and phenomena outside of awareness, such as spatial orientation processing [7] , motion perception [8] , emotion [9] , object processing [10] and even sexual orientation [11] .
Continuous flash suppression has similar properties to binocular rivalry, but one of the images continuously flickers (at w10 Hz) between different brightly coloured patterns. These bright flashes (or coloured visual transients) have the power to supress a stimulus in the other eye for extended periods, often for a few seconds. Continuous flash suppression is thus one of the most powerful methods for rendering a normal visual stimulus invisible.
Raio et al. [3] used continuous flash suppression to render images of male and female faces invisible or outside of awareness. For half of these invisible presentations one set of faces, say the males, was immediately followed by a brief electrical shock to the wrist, while the female set was not. Randomly interleaved between these reinforced trials were non-reinforced test-trials of both male and female faces (still visually suppressed). The skin conductance response during these test-trials increased after only a few presentations of the training or conditioning trials. In other words, the associative learning effect (greater skin conductance to the faces that were followed by a shock) occurred even though the subjects were never aware of the face stimuli during the
